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ENGINEERING TRAINING DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1975/76

PREFACE

Arthur Robertson It was with considerable regret that we learned of the death of
Arthur Robertson in January. Several of us attended his funeral at
Cheltenham alongside his three sons and their wives. Robbie, the previous
Head of Department, was a real character and a man of considerable breadth
of interests.

Progress The year under review has seen major progress and development on almost
every side.

Course Design Our methods of designing training courses and keeping them up to date have
continued to improve as has the degree of line management involvement in
their design. Curriculum development is a rapidly developing science which
has required a good deal of thought from our lecturing staff. This is quite
apart from the need to keep pace with the application of new technology
to broadcasti ng.

Modular Training The first steps have been taken in designing modular training courses which
will one day allow a very much more flexible approach to our training
problems.

T.E.C. We are preparing to make a submission to the Technical Education Council
(T. E.C.) for recognition of our A and B courses for the award of the new
Certificate.

Staff Members of the lecturing staff have worked and are working abroad during
the year, John Kirkus and Alan Bermingham in Singapore and Ralph Bowsfield
in Brunei. Mr. Elwi Abdulsatar and Mr. Salah AI Zawawi, from Kuwait,
trained and worked with us at Wood Norton.

Technical Training in Europe We have maintained contacts with European broadcasting training centres
and look forward to a training conference, at Wood Norton in 1977, for
Heads of Training Centres in Europe and members of their staffs. The main
topics will be Educational Technology, Technical Documentation for
Maintenance, Training Aids and a study of the training of Technical
Operators (Sound).

New Developments Very useful developments have been made in many of our training areas and
these are detailed in the Section reports which follow. One, amongst many
of significance, is the new transmitter-training area which is now almost
complete.

Documentation Considerable interest continues to be shown in our methods of presenting
documentation of technical information.

Student Welfare Student leisure activity has not been neglected and we have seen the new
recreation centre steadily taking shape during the year. The opening ceremony
will probably be in September.

Review Although in many ways this has been a difficult year with severe economies,
reflected in staff reductions and scheme postponments, we have made good
progress thanks to the support and help we have had from the Output
Directorates.

H. Henderson
8.Sc., CEng., F.I.E.E.
Head of Engineering Training Department
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ENGINEERING SECTION
Head of Section: J.H. Brooks, B.s«, C.Eng., M.I. E. E.

Introduction The Section is responsible for training technicians and engineers both by
means of formal courses at Wood Norton and for the standard of related
training on-station. The chart on page 10 shows how training is arranged.

Staff Over the past year the establishment has been:
Head of Section
2 Senior Lecturers
14 Lecturers
3 Assistant Lecturers
1 Senior Laboratory Technician
3 Laboratory Technicians.

One lecturer returned, from a two-year secondment to Singapore, in
December and another went on a 12-month secondment to Brunei in June.
Such vacancies at Wood Norton are temporarily filled by secondment of a
member of staff.

The Assistant Lecturer posts have continued to be filled by secondments,
normally of 12 months duration.

Technical Resources In the television area the installation of a 35-mm telecine channel, transferred
from Television Centre, is well under way. The equipment is being modified
so that the video, audio and control functions are identical to modern 16-mm
practice. The equipment will be used for demonstrations, particularly to the
Direct Entry and B (Television) courses and for project and fault-finding
exercises by the Television C-course.

Equipment in the Communications Laboratory has been improved in several
ways. In particular a new set of T.M.C. carrier equipment together with the
equipment necessary for the testing and correction of lines to carry stereo
signals have been provided.

The new transmitter training area, first mentioned in the 1975 Annual Report
is virtually complete. It includes the following areas:
(a) two classrooms,
(b) an aerials demonstration room,
(c) an aerial/feeder laboratory,
(d) a 20-kilowatt Marconi m.f. transmitter (transferred from Harnpisharn],
(e) a power laboratory
(f) a training area simulating an high-voltage switch room.

The 20-kilowatt transmitter, although old, meets the training requirement
extremely well because it is big enough to give that sense of scale necessary
for transmitter operational training and for its components to be seen easily;
no new transmitter was considered suitable. In preparation for work in the
new aerials laboratory, the allocation of an operating frequency has been
agreed with Engineering Information Department, A range of new demon-
stration aerials to work at this frequency and a suitable transmitter have been
designed and built.

New equipment for the fundamentals area includes a Marconi Spectrum
Analyser and a Telequiprnent 4-beam storage oscilloscope. Two Vidicon
camera channels have also oeen acquired to display the tube faces of the
spectrum analyser and oscilloscope, so that demonstrations can easily be
shown before a large class. Ten new Telequipment D66 oscilloscopes have
also been provided as a step towards the standardization of equipment at
student positions in laboratories.
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So far improvements to the radio training area are restricted to the Radio
Engineering Control Systems area. This area is used for control room work and
is being developed to cover a representative range of techniques and equip-
ments. The work is now more than half complete. Other area developments
await appropriate scheme approvals.

Training Although recruitment has fallen in the past year, the effort required of the
Section has been little changed. Most of the statutory courses have been
fairly full and only two have been cancelled and this through lack of demand.
The demand for non-statutory courses is slightly less than in recent years,
but it is still such that the full requirement cannot be met. There may be a
further easement in the coming year, but the requests for help with on-station
training are likely to counteract this.

Looking to the future it seems that the demand for training over a wide
range of topics will remain, but that stations will have difficulty in releasing
significant numbers of staff for training at anyone time. Until now the
Section has been geared to deal with relatively large numbers of students and
it has therefore become necessary to consider what changes could be made
to meet the new situation. As a result of this our interest in programmed
learning techniques has been renewed.

Programmed learning implies more than the use of teaching machines and
programmed texts. Its intended applications in the Section will be described
later but first it is useful to consider the disadvantages of the present approach.

At present the main vehicle for presenting information is the classroom lesson,
in which students work within a group and each is involved by discussion and
by questioning. Typically a course is divided in time, half to lesson and half
to other activities such as exercise classes, laboratory work and projects. A
number of points follow from this:
(a) To be economic in terms of training resources, presentation requires

a minimum number of students to form a course and thus courses
must start on particular dates. This raises difficulties for stations in
releasing staff and an individual may wait several years for his turn to
attend a course.

(b) A course must cater for average needs. During lessons progress will be
slow for some and fast for others and questions of individual interest
must be set aside. Normally students must attend the whole course,
even if they are aware of some of its parts beforehand.

(c) The development of lecturering staff to handle such courses is difficult
because of the expertise necessary before a given lesson can be presented.
An ideal situation would allow staff to gain the necessary experience gradually
over a number of courses.

(d) The demand for equipment tends to be uneven, being high only when a
course is present. A better arrangement would lead to equipment being
used regularly throughout the year.

These factors tend to concentrate training at E.T. D. because there are few
resources available anywhere else. Clearly some material is better presented
using the facilities and equipment of a training establishment, but there is
much other material which should be avai lable to staff on-stations, as and
when it is needed. A more balanced approach to training at Wood Norton and
on-station could be helpful.

It is, therefore, attractive to consider ways of replacing the present approach
with something which permits study by individuals or small groups and which,
appropriately modified, could by applied to many geographical situations.
Training by appointment might then be possible with students being booked
for training sessions whenever necessary. Such a dream may not be fully
realisable but it is well worth pursuing; even a partial success would be
worthwhile.
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Courses

Programmed learning is the technique most likely to fulfil this ambition. It
involves the preparation of learning material designed to meet the accurately
specified needs of particular groups of students. The most familiar forms are
the programmed text and teaching machine, this latter being only a way of
turning pages automatically. The use of spoken material recorded on tape
and supported by other matter (e.g. text, pictures or slides) is another
variation. Practical work can also be arranged in programmed form. Although
programmed learning normally calls for the student to work alone, a
variation is conceivable in which a small group, perhaps only two students,
work mutually together. There are some advantages in such an arranqernent,

Programmed texts have long been in use in E.T.D., but the other techniques
mentioned have had little or no application so far. The first applications of
these new techniques are likely to be in fundamental subjects such as the
Digital Techniques course and the Band C Part I courses. The potential for
use with on-station equipment, or in the Part II courses, is also being
examined. Work is now in hand to find the best ways of producing and
handling these new methods, to applying them in various situations and to
assessing their limitations.
In the following sections the various courses are discussed separately with
details of recent changes and future developments. The major changes are
as follows:
1. Two thirds of the material for the Digital Techniques course (E.30) has

been re-arranged to allow individual study by students.
2. The first H.V. Switchgear course (E.14) has been run. This course is

for transmitter students; a version for television students is available
also.

3. The Vision Mixer Course (E.23) has been extended to one and a half
weeks. It has also been re-arranged to cope with the outside broadcast
as well as the studio versions of the mixer. The students concerned only
with the studio version will take the first part, while those requiring the
O.B. version remain to the end of a second week.

4. At the request of line management a review of the requirements for
statutory training in radio has started.

5. Following the amalgamation of the Transmitter I and Transmitter II
sections within Transmitter Department, a review of the combined
training requirement is to be conducted.

Statutory Courses Statutory courses are those required by Engineering Establishment Standing
Instructions (E.E.S.I's Chapters 2 and 3). Those for which Engineering Section
is responsible comprise the B, C and Direct Entry Engineer courses, A Part III
(Transmitters) Course (O/E 150) and the Communications course (O/E 110).
Neither of these last two courses were run.

B Part I
Course no. E 210
2J1z weeks

This unit is common to all B courses; it covers fundamentals and workshop
and electronic maintenance practice. The 1975 Annual Report explained that
the course is to be lengthened to three weeks and revised, so that it satisfies
completely the entry requirements for the C-course. This work is in hand.
One difficulty has been the need to reduce the length of the Television B
Part II course. Much work has been necessary in connection with prior on-
station training in order to make timing changes within the B-course possible.
Also it is intended that the new B-Part I course shall be in proqrarnmedforrn
and it is hoped that it will be acceptable to the Technician Education Council
(T. E.C.) as a Unit counting towards certification. These two intentions demand
that the course shall first be specified in objective terms and this is now being
done.

B Part 11(Radio)
Course no. E 220
5J1z weeks

This course deals with studio and control room equipment.

One course was run for 16 students.
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B Part 11(Television)
Course no. E 240
5% weeks

B Part 11(Transmitters)
Course no. E 250
5% weeks

C Part I
Course no. E 401
lweeks

C Part 11(Communications)
Course no. E 410
1weeks

C Part 11(Radio)
Course no. E 420
lweeks

C Part 11(Television)
Course no. E 440
lweeks

This course deals with the principles of colour television and gives fault
finding practice on simple systems.

Two courses were run for a total of 42 students, three of whom were from
overseas.

This course is concerned with all types of Iwork in Transmitter
Department.

One course was run for 19 students.

Entry to this course is normally decided by a selection board.

The course is taken by all Technical Assistants and Laboratory Technicians
and, subject to success in the final examination, qualifies them to take the
appropriate C Part II Course. Success in the C Part II examination then gives
E.E.S.l's Chapter 11 qualification. The Part I course deals with electrical
fundamentals at the level appropriate for work in 0 & M Departments.

It is intended to revise this course using programmed learning techniques.
The use of these techniques requires standardized equipment for practical
work and some of the necessary equipment has been obtained; new
oscilloscopes have been purchased and the complement of other measuring
equipment, power supply units and tone sources has been increased. Work
is in hand to develop a new range of miniature experimental chassis, which
can be stored conveniently at student bench-positions and used as required.

Three courses were run for a total of 59 students, 3 of whom were from
overseas.

This course is taken by Direct Entry Engineers with experience of about
one year in Communications and by Technical Assistants from Communica-
tions Department.

One course was held for a total of 8 students.

This course is taken by Direct Entry Engineers, with experience of about
one year in Radio and by Radio and External Broadcasting T.A.'s. The
course was last reviewed approximately four years ago, since which time
developments in Radio have been considerable. In recent discussions with
Line Managers the need for a review of the course has emerged. There are
difficulties in reconciling the interests of external broadcasting at Bush House
and Caversham Park, the Transcription Recording Unit and Technical
Services Radio and of producing the right balance of engineering and
operational ability. The content of this course is, therefore, under discussion.

Two courses were run for a total of 32 students, 3 of whom were from
overseas.

This course is taken by Direct Entry engineers with about one year's
experience in television, by Technical Assistants in Television and the Regions
and by Laboratory Technicians from Specialist Departments. Its objective
is to produce staff capable of working at the Technician Engineer level in
Television and being able to meet a wide range of new equipments with no
support other than the standard technical documentation. There have been
some difficulties in presenting this course owing to the absence overseas, at
the time, of two experienced television lecturers.

Three courses were run for a total of 79 students, 7 of whom were from
overseas.



C Part 11 (Television/Radio
Transmitters)

Course no. E 455/E 450
7 weeks

D.E. Part I (Radio & Receivers)
Course no. E 320
5 weeks

D.E. Part I (Television)
Course no. E 340
5 weeks

D.E. Part I (Transmitters)
Course no. E 350
5 weeks

Non-Statutory Courses
Transistor Course
Course no. E 11
2 weeks

U.H.F. Course
Course no. E 13
2 weeks

High Voltage Switch gear
(Transmitters)

Course no. E 14
3days

High Voltage Switchgear
(Television)

Course no. E 15
4 days

These courses are taken by Direct Entry Engineers with experience of about
one year in transmitters and by Transmitter T.A:s. The courses have dealt
separately with Transmitter I and Transmitter II requirements, except for
some matters of common interest.

Because of the recent amalgamation of Transmitter. I and II it is now
necessary to review the combined requirement and it is hoped to complete
this by the end of 1976.

One Television Transmitters course for 6 students and Iand one Radio Transmitters
course for 4 overseas students were run.

This is the entry course to Radio and External Broadcasting for newly
recruited Direct Entry Engineers. There have again been difficulties in
mounting the course this year mainly because recruits were not available
at the times originally planned.

Two courses were run for a total of 24 students.

This is an entry course for newly recruited Direct Entry engineers prior 0,

or early after, their entry into television. The first part of the course is used
also as a colour conversion course for those who are not ready for direct
acceptance into the C Part II Television course.

Three courses for a total of 42 Direct Entry students, including three from
overseas were run. In addition 13 students took the colour conversion option.

This is the entry course to Transmitters for newly recruited Direct Entry
Engineers. Transmitter I and Transmitter II staff take a common course.

One course was run for 10 students, including one from overseas.

This course, surprisingly still greatly in demand, introduces semi-conductor
techniques to engineers who were trained sometime ago. It is almost wholly
devoted to practical work and some small experiments in programmed
learning have recently been made within it.

Two courses were run for a total of 24 students including one from overseas.

This course introduces transmitter engineers to the principles of u.h.f.
transmitters.

One course was run for a total of 10 students, including 1 from overseas.

This course is intended to enable engineers to satisfy the Competent Person
classification, or with further on-station training, to gain certification as
Authorized Persons. These terms are defined by the Electricity Council and
have been accepted by the BBC H.V. Switchgear Certification Committee.

In order to present the course an H. V. Switchgear training area is being
prepared. This will include an oil circuit-breaker made to behave as
realistically as possible, but without the danger associated with live high
voltages. The first course to be run using this area is planned for the end of
May 1976. The course will be taken automatically by students leaving the
C Part II (Transmitters) course and by other transmitter engineers as
appropriate.

The course was presented for the first time, but without equipment, at the
end of 1975; seven students attended.

This course is intended to enable engineers working in Television to proceed,
after further on-station training and examination, to gain certification as
explained above. The course will be presented in the H.V. Switchgear training
area. This course is one day longer than E 14, because television engineers are
less familiar with power equipment than transmitter engineers.

The first of these courses is planned for June 1976.
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VisicmMixer EP5/512
Course no. E 23
1]'2 weeks

Laboratory !Technicians
Course no. E 24
1 week

13 Channel p.e.M.
Course no. E 28
1 week (Transmitter Staff)
2 weeks (Radio Staff)

Digital Techniques
Course no. E 30
1 week

Thorn 0 File
Course no. E 31
7 working days
(including two on-station)

House Services
Course no. E 32
17 weeks

Natlock
Course no. E 36
1 week

Carrier Systems
Course no. E 38
1 week

This course introduces experienced maintenance engineers to the EP5/512
Vision Mixer equipment. It was originally a one week course, but this did not
give sufficient time for full understanding. It has been revised so that it deals
first with the Studio Vision Mixer. Students requiring knowledge of the
outside broadcast version remain to complete the second week.

One course was run for a total of 20 students.

This is a technical induction course for Laboratory Technicians joining
Specialist Departments.

Two courses were run for a total of 12 students.

The first week of this course covers the decoder, Radio staff remain for a
second week to learn about the coder. The requests for places from Transmitter
Department greatly exceed those available in 1976.

Three courses were run for a total of 20 students.

This course, which continues to be in great demand from all parts of the
Corporation introduces engineers to digital technology. For 1976 there have
so far been a total of 314 requests for places; only 140 places are available.
Good progress has been made in introducing programmed learning techniques
to the course. The part of the course dealing with logic should be fully
programmed by the autumn of 1976. Audio visual techniques to present the
p.c.m. part should also have been developed by then, so that traditional
lessons will no longer be required. There is, therefore; a possibility that the
course could be run either at E.T.D., or possibly on-station using equipment
provided by E.T. D. and supervised by on-station instructors. This is being
considered because it may provide a useful w,ay of overcoming the backlog
of requests for places.

Eleven courses were run for a total of 209 students including one from
overseas.

This course' was not required during the past year, but there is now a demand
which cannot be met because one of the key Lecturers has been seconded.

This course trains electricians for work as Electrical Technicians in Television
Centre or as House Services Assistants in Pebble Mill or Manchester. Its
final two weeks are divided into streams dealing with electronics for the
London staff and house services plant for Regional staff. The course offered
in 1975 was difficult to mount owing to the difficulty in releasing from the
new Manchester Centre. The 1976 course has been delayed because of
similar difficulties in London and Manchester. There were some problems
with the 1975 course, owing to the mixture of students from London and
the Regions and the fact that while some were very experienced within the
Corporation, others were new and had not yet worked on-station at all.
Nevertheless the course was successful and is being repeated without
significant alteration.

One course was run for a total of 12 students.

This course enables engineers to set up, operate and maintain all Natlock
equipments.

One course was run for a total of 14 students.

This course introduces engineers to carrier system practice.

One course was run for a total of 10 students.
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Lines
Course no. E 39
1 week

Sound-in-Syncs
Course no. E 41
1 week

Radio Links
Course no. E 47
1 week

Stereo (Communications)
Course no. E 50
2% days

Strand MMS lighting Systems
Course no. E 51
2 weeks

Digital line Standards Converter
COG/509

Course no. E 52
1 week

On-station Training

On-station Presentations
1975 May 19th-21st

June 2nd-4th
July 22nd-23rd
July 24th-25th
Oct 27th-31st
Jan. 23rd
Jan. 26th-27th
Jan. 26th & 29th

1976

Feb. 10th
March 3rd-5th

This course introduces engineers to the problems of testing and equalising
lines.

Two courses were run for a total of 12 students.

This course enables engineers to diagnose and clear faults from the sound-in-
syncs equipment. It is in heavy demand from Transmitter Department and
only about a third of the places sought can be provided in 1976.

Eight courses were run for a total of 73 students.

This course introduces students to the principles of radio link equipment
and planning.

Two courses were run for a total of 16 students.

This course introduces engineers, already experienced in dealing with mono-
phonic signals, to corresponding problems relating to stereophonic signals.
It has been strengthened recently by the acquisition of the equipment
necessary for the testing and equalization of lines intended to carry stereo
signals.

Two courses were run for a total of 16 students.

This course enables engineers to maintain Strand MMS lighting equipment. It
was not run during the past year, but one course is planned for 1976.

This course enables engineers to maintain the C06/509 equipment. Normally
a converter is loaned to E.T.D. for the duration of the course.

One course was run for a total of six students.

Liaison with stations continues. A training book for use by Television and
Regional Technical Assistants before the B Course and by Direct Entry
.Engineers after the entry course is about two-thirds complete. Different
versions will be produced for Television Centre and for all the other major
centres.

To improve liaison with and between the Assistants (Training), in different
Departments, a twice yearly meeting is to be held, chaired by a representative
from E.T.D ..The first meeting is planned for early in April 1976 at
Wood Norton.

Television Studio Engineering Operations
Tele-Recording Engineering Operations
Studio Communications
Studio Communications
Natlock
Natlock
Vision Mixer
Carrier Equipment
Carrier Equipment
O.B. Vision Mixer

Belfast
Belfast
Manchester
Manchester
Newcastle
Manchester
Manchester
Cardiff
Cardiff
Cardiff
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THE TRAINING OF ENGINEERS AND TECHNICIANS IN THE {f} {f} {fJ
STATUTORY TRAINING

EQUIVALENT
CITY & GUILDS
STANDARD C> SYllABUS 271

PART TWO

SYLLABUS 271- 5 - 31
ADVANCED TELECOMMS

PRINCIPLES

FULL
TECHNOLOGICAL

CERTIFICATE

SYLLABUS 270
PART ONE

4 WEEKS I 3 WEEI(S I 5 WEEKS 3 WEEI(S 5 WEEKS 7 WEEKS 7 WEEKS

I I
TELEVISION TELEVISIONTELEVISION

experience on station
FUNDAMENTAL I BROADCASTING I RADIO (special provision for COMMON RADIO COMMON RADIO

PRINCIPLES SYSTEMS training during the FUNDAMENTALS FUNDAMENTALS
TRANSMITTERS first three months) TRANSMITTERS experience on station TElEVISION

encouragement to and encouragement TRANSMITTERS
COMMUNICATIONS take C & G part one ••• COMMUNICATIONS

to take C& G part two •••... ... RADIO
RECEIVERS RECEIVERS TRANSMITTERS

COMMUNICATION

Recruitment I I I I I enHy bv
5-0 le vets & study setecucn board RECEIVERS
for A level m entry after 18 or exemntmq
phYSICS & maths months service Qualification

INTRODUCTION TO OPERATIONS

AND SYSTEMS

NINE MONTHS ON STATION

Recruitment
degree, C, fng . H.N.C ..
C &G Full Tech. Cell.

I • TECHNICIAN
ENGINEER

GRADE

J
NON- STATUTORY

TRAINING

DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

UHF TECHNIQUES

VISION MIXER
etc. I

J

SEE E.E.S.ls. CHAPTER 2
FOR FULL CONDITIONS



THE TRAINING OF TECHNICAL OPERATORS IN THE [f) [f) C!J
STATUTORY TRAINING

SERVICE[:>

...• PROBATIONARY TRAINEE OP2 • ••.• 0 P3 - - - - ~"""'11(

FUNDAMENTAL

PRINCIPLES

RECEIVERS

TElEVISION

RADIO

BROADCASTING

SYSTEMS

TRANSMITTERS

COMMUNICATIONS

PRACTICAL ON-STATION TRAINING
CONTINUAL ASSESSMENT OF PROGRESS

SPECIALISED RECRUITMENT
TV SOUND CAMERAS OR RADIO

1- 1 . --.-.-- ....-... --.---.----.-~
1 YEAR 2 YEARS 3 YEARS 41J2 YEARS

ATlON

SOUNO ASSISTANT OP2

CAMERA ASSISTANT 0 P2

T.O. (RAOIO) OP2

•....••....
ON-THE-JOB

EXPERIENCE

REVIEW OF PROGRESS

APPOINTMENT CONFIRMED
OR TERMINATEO

END OFSECOND YEAR
PROGRESS REPORT

4 WEEKS 5 WEEKS
CAMER-AS SElECTIVE ENTRY

FROM AMONGST OP4
TV SOUNO

OPERATORS

AND RADIO •.. I ~--.--- E.E.S.lo. CHAPTER 3 1
COURSES I T I I QUALIFICATION ON

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION

T.O.COURSE S.T.O.COURSE

PROMOTION TO OP3 ON PASSING SEllIES
OF TESTS ANO SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION

OF 10. COURSE

SEE E.E.S.ls. CHAPTER 3
FOR FULL CONDITIONS

PROGRESS ON MERIT AND SUBJECT
TO VACANCIES AT OP 3/4 ANO OP4

FURTHER ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE
AND CONTROLLED TESTS

APPOINTMENT BOARD PROCEDURE--
FOR VACANCIES AT OP5 AND ABOVE



TECHNICAL OPERATIONS SECTION
Head of Section: D.G. Enochr C. Eng'r M.I.E.R.E.

Introduction The Section is responsible for training Technical Operators and for the
standard of related training on stations; it is also responsible for the initial
training of Technical Assistants. In addition, the Section runs a number of
courses for Film Operations.

Staff The present establishment is:
Head of Section
2 Senior Lecturers

12 Lecturers
3 Assistant Lecturers
1 Senior Laboratory Technician
3 Laboratory Technicians.

One Lecturer is at present on an overseas secondment; his post is temporarily
filled by a member of staff on attachment.

The emphasis now placed on operational training is reflected by the recent
appointment of a Senior Technical Operator as a permanent Lecturer.

The Assistant Lecturer posts are filled by secondments, normally of 12
months duration. The response to advertisements for these posts was again
poor. However staff who took the opportunity presented found the experience
rewarding and well worth the effort involved.

Training Recruitment of Technical Assistants, Technical Operators and Audio
Assistants was very much lower than in previous years. They were recruited
in small groups throughout the year and consequently there was only a small
reduction in the number of A-courses. This, together with the planning of new
courses and requests for additional specialist courses, has meant that, despite
the reduced number of students, the Section has had a very heavy workload
during the year.

The planning and preparation of theTechnical Operators (Television) course
was completed and three courses were mounted.

Requests for operational training for Regional Television staff resu Ited in the
running of a five-week course for Station Assistants and two three-week
courses for engineers from Island-site stations.

A weekend seminar was held at Wood Norton in February 1976 to initiate the
planning of the new S.T.O. Radio course. The objectives for the course have
been agreed with Radio 0 & MGroup and the first course is due to be run in
the autumn of 1976.

We have just started a projectto publish and market the A-course programmed
texts. The first title Transformers has been printed and two more titles
Capacitance I and Capacitance 11are in the final stages of preparation.
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Statutory Courses In this report statutory courses are those required by Engineering
Establishment Standing Instructions (E.E.S.l's.) Chapters 2 and 3 w ich are a
compulsory part of the career-progression of each member 0 sta . All other
courses are termed non-statutory.

The Statutory Courses run by Operations Section during

A Part I and 11
7 courses
7 weeks each

for all ne

A Part III (Audio)
2 courses
5weeks each

for all newly re

A Part III (Radio)
2 courses
5 weeks each

for all newly recrui
Technical Operators 0

and Technical Assistan
for external services

A Part III (Television
4 courses
5 weeks each

for all newly recruited
Technical Assistants, Sound
Assistants and Camera
Assistants for television and
Technical Assistants and
Camera Assistants for regions

Technical Operators (Radio)
2 courses
4 weeks each

for Technical Operators
in radio

Technical Operators (Television)
3courses
4 weeks each

For Camera Assistants and
Sound Assistants in television
and Camera Assistants in
regions

Senior Audio Assistants
1course
9 weeks

for Audio Unit staff in
the regions

Senior Technical Operators (Television)
2 courses
9 weeks each

for television Technical
Operators in London and
the regions

13



A Coursel Details of A-courses run during the year and the numbers of students involved
are given in the following table.

Course number i

31 32 33 34 35 36 37* Totals

Technical Assistants - Communications
Department 2** 2*

Technical Assistants -'- External
Broadcasting 1 5 1 7

Technical Assistants (Radio) 3 5 3 11

Technical Assistants (Television) 5 10 11 4 30

Technical Assistants - Transmitter
Group 10t lOt

Technical Operators (Radio) 6 7 13

Technical Operators (Television)
Camera Assistants 2 1 2 5
Sound Assistants

Regions
Audio Assistants 5 8 1 14
Camera Assistants 1 1 1 3
Technical Assistants 3 4 1 2 10

Non-BBC staff 1 1 1 3

Overall Total 108

*A37 does not end until 15th April 1976

**These students took Part III (Radio) because there
was no effort available to run a special Part III
(Communications) course.

t Parts I and II only, Part III (Transmitters) is run by
Engineering Training Section.

During the year three Technical Operators (Radio) failed the course and resigned.

There were no major changes to the courses but detailed changes in content and
style of presentation were made.



Technical Operators (Television)
4 weeks

We are grateful to the
following guest lecturers:

Head of Television Sound
Head of Television Cameras
Andrew Bolton
L.J. Duley
Ken Norton
Mike Williams

Technical Operators (Radio)
4 weeks

We are grateful to the
following guest lecturers:

H.E.R. Networks
M. Ops. London
Johnny Beerling
Paul Burnett
Tony Giles
Algernon Longworth
Paul Williams

This new four week course forms part of the statutory training for all
Camera Assistants and television Sound Assistants in London. The camera
and sound staff have different tuition and specialize in their own particular
fields although they combine for certain common topics and discussion
sessions.

Staff attend this course during their third year of service. Their knowledge
of equipment and techniques is assessed by E.T.D. and their operational
ability is assessed by line management at their stations. Success in both
aspects allows staff to progress to grade OP3.

The first three of these courses were run this year for 17 Camera Assistants
and 23 Sound Assistants from television technical operations
and seven Camera Assistants from the regions.

One Camera Assistant failed to achieve the required standard on the course
but has since retaken the examination and been successful.

Experience with three courses seems to indicate that there is little need for
any major changes in content but some adjustments to individual periods
will be necessary.

Courses No's. 4 and 5 were run for a total of 12 students. The more experienced
staff referred to in last year's report have all received training. Students on
these two courses were therefore mostly within the target group for whom
the course was designed and no major changes of course content are contem-
plated. A high proportion of the practical work on this course is now centred
around the new continuity area.

Senior Technical Operators (Television) The last two of the old-style S.T.O. courses (No's. 42 and 43) were run this
9 weeks year. There were no major changes in course content. Eighteen operators

form London and the regions attended together with three senior staff from
We are grateful to the
following guest lecturers:

H. Pers. Tel. Eng.
H. Tel. Des. D.
H.E. Tel. Studios
H.T.O. Tel. S.
Head of Television Lighting
Head of Television Sound
Head of Television Cameras
John Else
Gerry Glaister
Rosalind Grant
Peter Hall
Ray Messer
Cedric Messina
Clive E. Potter
Alan J. Wool ford

Midwest Television, Nigeria.

The first of the new five-week courses is scheduled for early in 1977.
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Senior Audio Assistants
9 weeks

We are grateful to the
following guest lecturers:

Ops. Man., R.O.B's.
Head of Television Sound
M.O., Manchester
Audio Manager Glasgow
Hugh Barker
Gordon Bowen
Mike Johnstone
John Livingstone
'Ray Messer
Cedric Messina
Alan Ward
David Welsby.

Non-statutory Courses
Stereo (Operations)
Course no. 0/20
1 week

Film Technicians
Course no. 0/43
4 weeks

Sound Refresher
Course no. 0/44
1 week

Weare grateful to the
following guest lecturers:

Gordon Bowen
John Eden-Eadon
Bob Harrison
Jeff Jowers
Adrian Revell
Len Shorey
Dave Stripp

Senior Film Recordists
Course no. 0/50
2 weeks

Weare grateful to the
following guest lecturers:

Senior management staff from
T.F.S. Ealing
Jeff Baker
Bob Harrison
Dereck Miller-Timmins
Len Shorey

Lighting Familiarisation
Course no. 0/53
2 weeks

Courses No's. 4 and 5 were run during the year for 21 audio staff from the
regions, two staff from Radio O.B's in London and two overseas students.

The two staff from Radio O.B's were part of a pilot scheme to test the
viability of the course for the future training of Radio O.B. staff.

This course has a flexible approach to time-tabling which allows for the wide
range of experience of those attending and is able to accommodate guest
lecturers who bring valuable up-to-date experience from many different
operational areas.

One of these courses was run during the year. Most of the staff requiring this
training have already attended a course and only a few remain who have not
been to Wood Norton. It has proved difficult to get these few released at the
same time in order to make up a viable course.

On-station presentations were mounted at Bangor and Glasgow.

One course was run during the year for staff from Television Film Studios
Ealing. The course provides basic instruction on electricity, light, optics,
motors, projection mechanisms, sound recording machines and sound techniques.

This course continues to be popular and two were run during the year.
They were attended by senior staff from regional Audio Units, Radio
Broadcasting, S.C.P.D., and Local Radio. The course brings staff up to date on
new equipment and techniques in the audio field.

Guest lecturers provide an important opportunity to discuss the latest
developments in their departments.

This is a course for Film Recordists from Television Film Studios Ealing. It
covers modern audio systems and techniques and includes discussions on '
management. Three courses were run during the year.

The training requirements for the Regions have been fulfilled for the present.
Other Departments were unable to release sufficient staff at the same time
to enable us to mount a viable course. We have however managed to include
small numbers of staff from News and Presentation areas at Television Centre
on the first two weeks of the Television Lighting Course.
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Station Assistants
0/54
5 weeks.

Five Station Assistants from English regional television stations attended the
first course in May.

Michael Alder
Lean Arnold
John Aston
Jimmy Dewar
Michael Hancock
Griselle Lindsay
Gordon Randall
Peter Seddon
Barry Smith

The course concentrates mainly on operational work and the subjects covered
include camera techniques, basic sound mixing" tape and gram operation and
network opt-in and opt-out switching. Guest lecturers covered such topics as
floor management, graphics, make-up, scenic design, and regional news and
television production.

Weare grateful to the
following guest lecturers;

The course culminated with each student scripting, producing, directing and
providing programme services for a ten minute current affairs television
programme.

Lance Andrews
Roger Casstles
John Clarke
Reg Cornish
John Ford
Edmund Marshall
Peter Rose
Laurie Taylor

This course is designed to provide engineers from Island-site stations with
operational training. Two course have been run during the year. Topics
covered included camera techniques, lighting, sound mixing and video-tape
recording. Five programme exercises were included and these were designed
to pose a wide range of operational problems. The exercises were carried out
under programme conditions but students were encouraged to experiement
with various operational techniques rather than concentrate on a polished end
result. The programme material used included a brass band concert, a current
affairs type of discussion with a panel and an audience, a folk singing group,
pop groups and drama excerpts performed by the Evesham Amateur Operatic
and Dramatic Society.

Island Site Engineers
Course no. 0/55
3 weeks

We are grateful to the
following guest lecturers;

17
The Vale Youth Brass Band playing for the Island Site Engineers' course



Picture Appreciation
(lel. 0.8's Acton)
Course no. 0/56
1 week at Acton

This course is an on-station presentation for vision control staff in Television
Outside Broadcasts Department at Kendal Avenue. It is designed to give staff
a better appreciation of picture quality and matching problems.

One course was run during the period under review.

Television Lighting
Course no. 0/340
5 weeks at E. T.D.
11 weeks at Television Centre

Two of these courses were run during the year.

The syllabus was similar to that for previous lighting courses with a slight
reduction of the technical information presented and an increase in the number
of practical lighting exercises.

We are grateful to the
following guest lecturers:
Dennis Channon
Robin Fraser-Paye
Gordon Mackie
Peter Seddon
Maureen Winslade

Model sets were used together with min iature luminaires to provide an
opportunity for students to experiment with set lighting.

Guest speakers talked about costume design, make-up, scenic design and
television sound. A guest Technical Manager provides instruction during
the last week of the course during which the students plan and discuss
lighting techniques used in recent productions.

A model set of the Kommendent's office in Colditz 1



Television Sound
Course no. 0/341
4 weeks at E.T.D.
20 weeks at Television Centre

One course was run during the year for staff from London and regional
Audio Units. The four weeks at E.T.D. provided students with an opportunity
to bring their knowledge of audio equipments up to date and also to
investigate operational techniques by means of set projects.

Instructional Techniques
1 week

This was a special course mounted for programme staff from overseas
broadcasting authorities. It formed part of a longer course mounted by
Staff Training in London. The course covered basic instructional techniques
including lecture preparation, delivery and class management. Ten s dents
attended the course.

On-station Presentations
1975 May 5th-16th

April 9th- 11th
April 16th-18th

1976 Feb. 16th-March 5th
March 22nd-26th

Stereo Engineering
Stereo Operations

Glasgow
Bangor

11 11

Station Familiarisation
Picture Appreciation

Inverness
Tel. O.B's Acton

New Facilities

Television Studio A Phase 1 of the scheme to equip Studio A for colour working was completed
during the year. Coding and ancilliary colour equipment has been installed
and colour-separation-overlay facilities have been added to the vision mixer
equipment. The camera control units are mounted on trolleys to enable them
to be used in the studio apparatus room for programme exercises or moved to
alternative areas for demonstrations and line-up practice.

Vision equipment recently installed in Studio A control room 19



Model Sets The Section has recently obtained scale models of four studio settings which
have been used in television productions. The models are one-sixth scale to
match the Action Man dolls which are used as artists. The sets include the
Kommandant's office in Colditz and a light entertainment set designed for
the Lulu series. They are used in conjunction with miniature luminaires and
provide students on lighting courses with a simple but effective means of
investigating set-lighting techniques.

Continuity 2 Following the installation of the limited-facility Type-D Continuity Suite
mentioned in last year's report work is continuing on the installation of
additional facilities that have been shown to be necessary. We are testing the
viability of various ideas for fault simulation. The area now provides a very
valuable addition to the practical work area for the Technical Operator (Radio)
course and is being used for other courses as the facilities are developed.

Radio Control Rooms Phase 1 of the development of the oid Main Control Room to form a new
sound-programme-routing teaching area has been completed. The work has
mainly been concerned with transferring facilities which were previously
centered in the old control room to the Uniselector Control Room and the
associated areas. Additionally a stereo programme distribution system to all
radio operational areas has been installed.

Phase 2 of this scheme includes the removal of all the old bays and the
provision of a number of separate teaching areas. Each area will be used to
demonstrate one aspect of the programme chain from microphone input to
control room output. The scheme was to have been completed in 1976 but
current financial restrictions will delay its finish until 1977.

Radio Studios Studio 1 is now equipped with a Studer A80 eight-track recorder which has
enabled a greater range of practical work to be attempted. This includes more
balance exercises using pre-recorded material, and multi-track recording
sessions (with live artists for the senior courses). A number of different
courses work in the area and it is in use for over two-thirds of the available
time.

A locally constructed remote control unit for the A80 allows it to be used in
adjacent areas without the need to move the machine and thus avoids
unnecessary wear and tear. The unit provides remote switching of all the
functions on the machine, random access to any point on the tape and
read-out of the access point, elapsed time from start and elapsed time from
any chosen point on the tape.

A scheme has been approved for re-equipping Studio 11. The work will
include enlarging the control cubicle and installing an eight-channel Neve desk
together with cueing and communication facilities for outside sources. This
will be similar to those recently installed in some of the new Manchester
studios. The work is due to be completed by June 1976.



Sound Recording In addition to the Studer A80 already mentioned four Leevers-Rich E200
machines have been purchased to increase our complement of stereo-
capable recorders and to replace some of the oldmono-only machines. It was
hoped to continue the building programme mentioned in last year's report
but the current financial situation has forced this to be delayed.

J

This remote control unit for a Studer A80 tape machine was designed and built at Wood Norton
)
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TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS AND MAINTENANCE SECTION
Head of Section: M. E. C. Winscom, C. Eng., M. I. E. E., M. I. E. R. E.

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS SECTION

Structure Following the retirement of Mr. G. Higgs, the Editor who was based in
London, the structure of the Section was changed. An unfilled Editor post
was, together with some part-time Technical Author posts, converted
into a second Co-ordinating Editor post and one full-time Technical
Author post. An unfilled copy-typist post was relinquished.

Staff

The increased output resulting from these changes caused an even greater
overload on the support effort available from the Technical Graphics Unit
than before. Because of financial restrictions graphics staffing levels could
not be increased. However a Technical Author post subsequently fell vacant
and it was arranged that money saved by decreasing this post be used to
provide two more posts in the Graphics Unit. This has resulted in a better
match between the requirements of Technical Publications Section and the
support available from the Technical Graphics Unit. However there still
remains a large amount of work which needs graphics effort.

The present staffing of the Section is as follows:
Head of Section Secretary

2 Co-ordinating Editors
10 Technical Authors 11BMComposer Operator

Years Work During the year under review the Section has completed the following
Instructions:
(a) 10 Maintenance Manuals about BBC equipment,
(b) 2 Manuals covering commercial equipment,
(c) 2 handbooks about technical areas and a second-issue of a third

handbook,
(d) 9 sections of a new Instruction concerning measurements,
(e) 9 Instructions about items of BBC coded equipment.
In addition we have produced a new issue of the List of Technical Publications
more Microphone Data Sheets and edited three Technical Descriptions on
behalf of A.C.E. Tel. Devs.

Provisional Instructions A second edition of the provisional handbook for the EP5/512 Vision Mixer
was issued. This was done because of numerous design changes and was
prepared from the Author's draft. r-his handbook alone contains about 270
drawings which is an indication of the formidable load presented to the
Graphics Unit.

The Central Technical Area of the new Manchester headquarters was also the
subject of a provisional handbook. This was produced to meet a required
target date which was set to meet the needs of staff in the new area.

Distribution We have been bringing our distribution lists up to date and in particular a
Corporation-wide survey was made to establish the present holders of the
A.C.O. Reference Binders.
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After many experiments over the last few years it has now been decided that
a three-colour presentation, plus black, will be used where it is necessary to
show different levels of functions on technical drawings.

The advantages and disadvantages of this system are set out below:
(a) the lowest level of information will be presented against a light yellow

background. This ensures maximum readability when the drawing is
being used in dim lighting conditions (e.g. a television control room),

(b) two colours only, blue and yellow, are printed and a third, green,
results from the overprinting of the other two,

(c) the need for precise registration when making the colour overlay
drawings and in the printing process is minimized.

The disadvantages are:
(a) the amount of circuit information that can be put on a single page

is reduced,
(b) it requires more thought and care by the illustrator in the layout stage.

The disadvantages result in about a five per cent additional cost over single
colour working. However the improvement in presentation and hence
understanding is felt to be worth this cost and reactions from users have
been very favourable.
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Technical Graphics Experiment

Technical Documentation '75

The previously mentioned handbook for Manchester required two Authors
to work together in order to realize the target date. Previous practice would
then have been to pass the complete draft to the Graphics Unit for the
necessary drawing work to be done.
However because of the tight time schedule the opportunity was taken to try
out an idea which required close collaboration between the Authors and an
illustrator. The objectives of this experiment were:
(a) that a complete set of drawings should be ready for printing very soon

after Authors had finished their work,
(b) that any difficulties that the illustrator might have in interpreting the

Author's ideas would easily be solved because the people concerned
would all be working in the same room,

(c) to give the illustrator a greater sense of involvement in the job on which
he was working.

The experiment was a notable success and our thanks are due to the staff
concerned for their co-operation. This method of working is to be extended
to other jobs in the future.

The Society of Electronic and Radio Technicians held, for the second year,
a technical documentation conference at Wood Norton. About 90 delegates
attended and represented broadcasting authorities, equipment manufacturers
and service organisations from many parts of Europe. Our methods of
presenting maintenance information again attracted considerable interest and
a number of requests for further information have subsequently been received.
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MAINTENANCE SECTION

Staff

Electronic Maintenance

Mechanical Maintenance

The maintenance team comprises:
1 Senior Maintenance Engineer
5 Maintenance Engineers
1 Technician (Mechanical)

The maintenance team have been concerned in carrying out acceptance tests
on a wide range of new equipment including continuity and studio areas and
individual items such as a new Marconi spectrum analyser.

Modifications have been made to the I.V.C. helical-scan video-tape machines
in the Department to improve their stability and to provide compatibility
between machines.

There are over 150 oscilloscopes in regular use in E.T.D. and calibration
fixtures and jigs and special test equipment have been set up to assist in
routine calibration. The oscilloscopes are now tested and calibrated at
regular intervals.

Facilities in the test room have been improved by the provision of a high
quality stereo monitoring system, an EP14/1 A.C. Test Set, a Tektronix 148
video test signal generator and a Systems Video Vector Monitor.

The advice of H.M. Inspector of Factories was sought with regard to the
layout of equipment in the mechanical workshop. As a result of this the
layout has been much improved.

The mechanical technician has spent most of his time in keeping equipment
functioning and bringing its performance up to standard rather than having
had time to undertake preventive maintenance. He has also had to spend
some time in making various items for the training sections.

One member of the maintenance team attended a Digital Techniques course
and other team staff were given on-station training on Nagra tape machines.

The mechanical technician spent some time at Messrs Leitz in Luton learning
about the overhaul and repair of their projectors. Such a training is usually
reserved for their own staff. It was specially arranged because we have a large
number of these projectors, in the training sections' classrooms, in almost
constant use.



ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
Engineering Training Executive: B.G. Lewis

New Recreation Centre The period under review has been one of consolidation and steady progress.
The major development on the domestic side is the building of the new
recreation centre. We hope that it will be in use by the autumn of 1976 and
a full report will be given in next years annual review.

The new centre, to be called The Phoenix, is not intended to replace the
BBC Club premises in Evesham and is a quite separate undertaking. It will
be run by the BBC management to provide those facilities which are so
sadly lacking at Wood Norton at the present time. We hope that the facilities
offered will be complementary to and not in conflict with those offered by
the BBC (Evesham) Club committee.

Ashbridge The Ashbridge block has now been in use for 12 months and all the indications
are that the staff who have stayed there have welcomed the improved
accommodation. Teething troubles with noisy central heating and with
showers are being resolved.

A-block Staff who have stayed in A-block in recent months will have noticed that the
hot water system was not up to standard. Investigation revealed severe
scaling of the piping. The options were to treat the system with chemicals
to remove the scale or to install completely new pipework. Chemical
treatment might damage some of the piping but a new installation would
be very expensive and put the block out of action for a lonq time. After
careful consideration it has been decided to try chemical treatment.

Printing Unit The Printing Unit continues to give a good service to the Department and is
now undertaking work for other departments. These include Communications,
Designs, Engineering Information and Welfare. So far we have been able to do
this without extra staff or machines.

Technical Graphics Unit A change in the method of storing printed matter in the Printing Unit has
freed an area of 79 m2 which has been converted into a drawing office for
the Technical Graphics Unit.

History of Wood Norton By agreement with Mr. Benjamin Cox, a local solicitor and historian, we have
printed a history of Wood Norton. The book covers the period from 1870
to the present. It is available to all BBC staff at the special price of 25p.

Staff On the staff front it was decided that Mr. A.S. Taylor, Assistant (Administration)
and Mr. E.P. Stuart, Assistant (Accommodation and General) should change
duties for one year. This became effective on 15th March 1976. On Monday
14th May 1977 they will revert to their original jobs. We feel that this will
allow a more flexible approach in this area and we are sure that other Depart-
ments will soon become aware of the new arrangement.

Another staff change, of particular note to those who come to Wood Norton
for conferences, is that the Catering Manageress, Mrs. Treeby, retired in
December 1975. Her replacement was the Assistant Manageress Mrs. Skilton
who has already proved to be a worthy successor to Mrs. Treebv,
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APPENDIX A

TRAINING COURSES AT WOOD NORTON

No. of No. of Duration Student
courses students {weeks} weeks

Statutory Courses
Engineering
B 3 77 8 616

B (colour training only) 1 2 3 6

C Part I 3 59 7 413

C Part II 9 126 7 882

Direct Entry 6 83 5 415
Direct Entry (colour training only) 3 9 3 27

H.V. Switchgear 7 2/5 24/5

Technical Operations
A 6 84 12 1008

A Part I 4 4

A Part I and Part I1 1 7 7

A Part 11 and Pan III r 1 8 8

Senior Audio Assistants 2 25 9 225

S.T.O. Television 2 21 9 189
T.O. Radio 2 12 4 48
T.O. Television 3 41 4 164

Non-statutory Courses
Carrier Communications 10 10
Digital Standard Converter 1 6 6
Digital Techniques 11 209 209
Film Technicians 5 4 20
House Services Assistants 2 24 17 408
Island Site Engineers 2 20 3 60
Laboratory Technicians 2 12 12
Line Communications 2 12 1 12
Nagra Tape Recorder Maintenance 7 2/5 24/5
Natlock 14 14
O.B. Radio 1 8 1 8
P.C.M. 1 5 2 10
P.C.M. (decoder only) 3 15 15
Radio Links 2 16 1 16
Senior Film Recordist 3 27 2 54
Sound-in-syncs 8 76 76
Sound Refresher 2 20 20
Station Assistants 1 5 5 25
Stereo Communications 3 24 3/5 142/5
Television Lighting 2 15 5 75
Television Lighting Familiarisation 4 2 8
Television Sound 1 4 4 16
Transistor 2 24 2 48
U.H.F. 10 2 20
Vision Mixer (Designs Department) 20 2 40

Total 1141 Total 5214

If the Conferences listed in Appendix B are included the utilisation of
of the student (domestic) accommodation was about 81 per cent.



APPENDIX B

CONFERENCES

During the year under review the following conferences took place:
Period Sponsors

1975 April 7th-11 th
April 14th-18th
April 18th-20th
April 21st-25th
April 25th-27th
April 28th-May 9th
May 14th-17th
May 22nd-23rd
May 30th-June 1st
July 14th-17th
September 22nd-26th
October 3rd-5th
October 8th-9th
October 13th-23rd
act 31st-Nov. 2nd
November 12th-14th
November 15th-17th

1976 January 23rd-25th
Jan. 30th-Feb. 1st
February 6th-8th
February 13th-15th
February27th-29th
March3rd-4th
March5th-7th
March8th-12th
March26th-28th
March29th-April 1st

Transmitter Group (Transmitters I)
Transmitter Group (Transmitters 11)
Studio Capital Projects (Computer Weekend)
Staff Training
Television Management (Senior Engineers Seminar)
Engineering Personnel
Staff Administration
BBC Engineering Advisory Committee
Central Services Group
Publications Management
Engineering Personnel
Studio Capital Projects (Computer Weekend)
Television Management (English Regions)
Engineering Personnel
"Society of Electronic and Radio Technicians
*Engineering Industry Training Board
Central Services Group

Central Services Group
Central Services Group
Radio Network (S.T.O. Radio Seminar)
Engineering Management (Regional Seminar)
Transmitter Group
Engineering Personnel (Recruitment)
Staff Administration (Safety Seminar)
Engineering Personnel
Central Services Group
Transmitter Group

*These organisations are not part of the BBC.

No.attending

53
35
28
23
21
30
43
14
15
25
32
26
16
30
86
29
15

40
45
23
20
22
24
17
30
20
42

Total 804
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APPENDIX C

OVERSEAS STUDENTS

Country

Australia

Barbados

Brazil

Brunei

Eqypt

Ethiopia

The Gambia

Ghana

Hong Kong

Indonesia

Jamaica

Kenya

Kuwait

During the year a total of 48 students from 24 countries and one student
sponsored by Cable & Wireless attended courses at Wood Norton prior to
training attachments at BBC Stations in many different parts of the
country. Their training programmes totalled 457 student weeks, 252 on
courses at Wood Norton and 205 on attachments. Fees collected for this
training totalled £25,260.30.

The following list shows the numbers of students from each country or
organ isati on.

No. of Students Country

4 Laos

Malaysia

Mauritius

Nepal

8 Republic of Nigeria

2 Seychelles

Singapore

Sri Lanka

Oatar

Tanzania

Trinidad and Tobago

2 Cable & Wireless

Total

No. of Students

2

4

7

3

49



March 9th Mr. H.E. Farrow to the Bosworth Course at the University of Birmingham:

APPENDIX E

EXTERNAL LECTURES BY E.T.D. STAFF

1975 AprilBth Mr. K.T. Oliver to the Royal Television Society,
Bristol and West Centre:

Problems of Stereo Engineering.

September 29th Mr. S.A. Shute to the I.E.E. Worcestershire Graduate and Student Section:

The Principles of Ceefax.

October 8th Mr. J. H. Brooks to the I.E.R.E. South Wales Section:

High Quality Sound for Broadcasting.

October 13th Mr. K.T. Oliver to the I.E.E. Taunton District:

The Distribution and Transmission of Stereo Signals.

November 1st Mr. J. H. Brooks to the S.E.R.T. Symposium 'Technical Documentation 75';

Training and Technical Writing - Improving the Partnership

December 9th Mr. S.A. Shute to the S.E.R.T. West Midlands Section:

Ceefax.

1976 February 9th Mr. K.T. Oliver to the Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers,
at Wood Norton:

Introduction to Quadraphony.

L.F. and M.F. Broadcasting.

March 15th Mr. J. K. Nettell to the S.E.R.T. South Western Section:

Magnetic Recording.

March 16th Mr. H.E. Farrow to the Bosworth Course at the University of Birmingham:

Television Broadcasting and V.H.F. Sound Broadcasting.

March 20th Mr. B.J. Gealer and Mr. D.C. Yates to the Worcester Amateur Radio Society:

.Measurements at Radio Frequencies.
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